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Abs t rac t 

We study a bimodal nonmonotonic logic MBNF 
suggested in [Lifschitz, 1994] as a generalization 
of a number of nonmonotonic formalisms We 
show first that it is equivalent to a certain non-
modal system involving rules of a special kind 
Next, it is shown that the latter admits a modal 
representation that uses only one modal opera 
tor the operator of belief Moreover, under this 
translation the models of MBNF correspond to 
''expansions of the associated modal nonmono-
tonic logic Finally we show that, as far as such 
models are concerned, MBNF is redunhle to 
nonmodal default consequence relations from 
[Bochman, 1994] These results have general 
consequences concerning relationship between 
different formalizations of nonmonotonic rea
soning 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

In many respects the logic of belief and negation as fail 
ure (MBNF) suggested in [Lifschitz 1994] can be seen 
as a most general formalism for nonmonotonic reasoning 
that provides a unifying framework both for logic pro-
gramming and for such nonmonotonic systems as default 
and autoepistemic logic In this paper WE consider the 
relation of MBNF to other nonmonotonic formalisms 
Our main results are twofold On the one hand, MBNF 
is shown to be reducible to usual unimodal nonmono 
tonic logics On the other hand we also show that it 
can be reduced to nonmodal default consequence rela
tions from [Boohman, 1993 1994] 

J he paper is organized as follows We show first that 
MBNF is equivalent to a certain nonmodal system called 
A BNF-consequence relation that involves rules or se-
quents of a special k ind In this framework we define 
a counterpart of Lifschitz models and the notion of an 
L-expansion that can be cor odered as their 'core' In 
addition we introduce the notion of _in L-extension that 
also turns out to correspond to well known objects from 
other nonmonotonic formalisms NExt we show that 
BNF-consequence relations admit a modal representa
tion that uses only one modal operator the operator of 
belief Moreover under this translation, L-expansions 
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In the literature on modal logics one can meet two 
commonly used notions of modal consequence that re-
flect two main notions of validity of propositions with re-
spect to possible world models Let S be a normal modal 
logic A proposition A is called a local S-consequence of 
a set of propositions u (notation if A is provable 
from u and theorems of § using modus ponens only A 
is called a global S consequence of u (notation 
if A is provable from u and theorems of S using modus 
ponens and the necessitat is rule 4 / L A In this study 
we wil l extensively use both these notions 

T h e o r e m 3 1 Let be the least nontrtvial coherent 
conseqvence relation containing a set of sequents S and 
S the set of ummodal formulas corresponding to sequents 
from S Then a sequent s belongs to for 
any normal modal logic S between 

Here KD4G denotes a modal logic corresponding to 
Kripke frames with transitive and directional accessibil
ity relations (see [Bull and Segerherg, 1984]) while KDAI 
is a logic introduced in [Bochman, 1994] it is determined 
b> directional Knpke frames of depth 3 

The theorem shows that the above ummodal transla
tion is adequate for a representation of rohtrent BNF 
consequence relations Consequently, it is adequate for 
capturing th<- nonmonotonic MBNF-infcrence based on 
Lifschitz models Note, however that the translation 
itself does not depend on L-models and is adequate 
fnr any notion definable in terms uf (coherent) BNF 
consequence relations For example using the results 
from [Bochman, 1993], sets u satisfying the condition 

can be shown to correspond to ob
jective subsets of stable sets containing S, while sets sat-
isf\ing correspond to Moore's stable 
expansions of S 

R e m a r k Using the above results, we can perform a 
two-step translation of MBNF-formulas into ummodal 
ones, we first reduce an MBNF-formula to a flat one 
and then replace all occurrences of not in it by B->B 
Note, however, that this procedure cannot be short
ened to a direct replacement of 'not in MBNF-formulas 
since the above ummodal translation does not account 
for the interaction between nested modal operators of 
MBNF C onsequently it is inadequate if applied to non 
flat MBNF-formulas 

Thus, we have shown, in effect that MBNF can be 
returned to the family of usual modal nonmonotonic 
logics In the next section we wil l complete the pic
ture by demonstrating that, under this reformulation, 
L-expansions correspond to modal S-expansions in the 
sense of [Marek et a/ , 1993] 

4 Biconsequence relat ions and 
L-expansions 

BNF-sequents of the form will be called 
sequents Such sequents correspond to modalized 

MBNF-formulas in which any propositional atom occurs 
in the scope of some modal operator Note that all cur
rent applications of MBNF (see e g , [inoue and Sakama, 

1994, Lifschitz and Woo, 1992, Lifschitz and Schwarz, 
1993]) use only formulas of this kind 

Let us rewrite ^ as rules of a new kind as 
follows a sequent wil l correspond to a rule 

We wi l l call these rules bisequents Such rules can be 
seen as representing entailment relations between pairs 
of sets of propositions In accordance with the original 
interpretation of BlVF-sequents, bisequents can be read 
as follows "I f all propositions from a are believed and all 
propositions from d are negated by failure, then either 
one of the propositions from b should be believed or one 
of tht propositions from c should be negated b\ failure 
This interpretation also justifies the particular order of 
the four parameters chosen for representing the rule--

D e f i n i t i o n 4 1 A set of bisequents wil l be called a b1 
consequence relation if it satisifies the following condi 
tions and rules 

It is eas> to see that the abovt conditions are sim 
ply reformulations of the corresponding conditions for 
BNF-consequence relations Note that by Theorem 1 2 
12-btquents are determined by bitheories only Accords 
ingly, models of a. biconsequence relation can be defined 
as pairs (u i) such that Then we have 

T h e o r e m 4 1 IfW-isa biconsequence relation then 
d iff for any model (u, v) if a u and b C T 

then either 

Clearly, an\ BNF-consequence relation contains a bi
consequence sub-relation that is determined by its bithe-
ones Moreover, these biconsequence subrt lations can be 
ihown to be conservative in the sense that thev prove all 
and only -sequents that are provable in tht correspond 
ing BNF-consequence relation 

Instead of L-models we now have only It-expansions 
defined as sets u such that (u u) is a B-minmial model 
while L-extensions are defined as minimal modi Is Then 
it is easy to see that L-expansions and I extensions of a 
BNF-consequence relation coincide with the correspond
ing objects of the associated biconsequence relation 

The conditions of coherence strong coherence and 
nontnviality can be immediately transferred to bicon 
sequence relations (since they are formulated in terms of 

sequents), as before, they wil l preserve I-expansions 
Moreover, in this case the latter can he characterized as 
sets satisfying 
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Such an i n te rp re ta t i on corresponds in fact , to that 
used in [Li fschi tz, 1994, L in and Shoham, 1992] for rep
resenting defaul t logic If is s t rongly coherent is 
wha t is called in [Bochman 1994] a reflexive defaul t con
sequence re la t ion T h e la t te r has been shown to he ade
quate for represent ing default logic [Reiter 1980], where 
extensions correspond to sets sat is fy ing the cond i t ion 

Now we have 

T h e o r e m 5 2 /f is a strongly coherent BNF 
consequence relation then is a reflexive default con
sequence relation Moreover consistent extensions of 
coincide with L extensions of 

1 he reader may not ice an apparent discrepancy be 
tween the above two representat ion results especially i f 
compared w i t h the relevant results f rom [Li fschi lz 1994 
L in and Shoham 1992] where extensions vvere actual ly 
shown to correspond to L-expansions as well as w i t h 
the results f r om [Truszczynski 1991a 1991b] about im--
b i d d m g of defaul t logic in to moda l nonmonoton ic log
ics where exens ions were shown to correspond to S-
expansions1 Th i s discrepancy reveals an i m p o r t a n t 
though subt le general po in t about the correspondence 
between ex is t ing nonmono ton ic formal isms 

T h e above ment ioned results may. cr icle an impres 
sion of a broad equivalence between the relevant objects 
f r o m different nonmonoton ic formal isms 1 his lmpres-
sion can even be strengthened w i t h l h e o r m 43 (1)above 
tha t establishes a correspondence between L-expansions 
in M B N F and S-expansions in moda l nonmonoton ic log
ics as well as w i t h the result f r o m [Bochman 1991] 
saving tha t S-expansions can be characterized d precisely 
as extensions of modal default consequence relat ions 
S t i l l the impression is s l ight ly mis lead ing In fact as 
far as only object ive propos i t ions are concerned there 
are two kinds of nonmono ton ic objects here One k ind 
includes I expansions of M B N F and objective kernels 
of S-expansions of m o d a l nonmonoton ic logics The 
other more specific, k i n d includes extensions of de
fau l t logic object ive subsets of g round S-expansions and 
S-extensions (cf Theo rem 4 3 above and [Bochman 
1991]) The difference between these two k inds of ob
jects can be easily demonst ra ted if we not ice for exam 
ple tha t an L-expansion can be a subset of ano th t r L-
expansion, wh ich is impossib le e g for (L-)extensions 

The fo l l ow ing general result (cf also [Lifschitz and 
Woo, 1992]) sh ows tha t the dist inct ion is due to the pres
ence of posi t ive orrurences of no t in M B N F - f o r m u l a s 

T h e o r e m 5 3 Let i the least BNF consequence rela
tion containing a set S of BNF-sequents of the form 

Then any L.-expansion of is an L 
extension 

This result impl ies in pa r t i cu la r that Truszczynski 's 
t rans la t ion of defau l t theories generates only modal the
ories all expansions of wh i ch are ground Such a trans
la t ion is no t revers ib le—object ive subsets of expansions 
are no t representable, in general, as extensions of some 
defaul t theory 

4Note that the translation used by Truszczynski is actually 
a special case of the unimodal translation given above 

F ina l l y note tha t the fo l low ing def in i t ion 

also determines, a defaul t consequence re la t ion T h i s 
consequence re la t ion involves BNF-sequents tha t are re
sponsible for wor ld components of L-models in the sense 
t ha t , if u is an L expansion then is an if 
and on ly i f 

Thus the ma in conclusion tha t can be made f r o m the 
above results is that default consequence relat ions arc 
suff iciently expressive to capture the ma jo r nonmono
tonic objects o f M B N F In th is sense M B N F is reducible 
to the former 

6 Conc lus i ons 

I his study can be seen as a con t r i bu t i on to a ( fu tu re ) 
general theory of nonmonoton ic reasoning (. orrespon-
dencies establ ished between logic p r o g r a m m i n g default 
logic and various moda l nonmonoton ic logics inc lud ing 
those, statt d above st rongly ind icate that all these for
mal isms give rise to essentially the same nonmonoton ic 
construct ions Moreover our results show tha t the rorre 
spondence between ihese formal isms can be extended to 
the h vcl of under l y ing reasoning systems and hence does 
not depend on par t i cu la r nonmonoton ic objects chosen 

A m o n g other nonmonoton ic systems, M B N F is clearlv 
one of the most expressive formalisms: More ov< r a.s we 
have seen, it is even loo powerfu l in l is expressive capa 
bi l i l ies for the objects considered a& i ts intended models 
However t i l t l ist of p iausib l f nonmonotonic objeets is 
by no means closed and there are ind icat ions that this 
f ramework or i ts f ragments (such as bicousequence n-la 
tion& in t roduced above), could be appropr ia te for inanv 
of them However this is a subject for another studv 

A c k n o w l e d g m e n t s 

1 he author is g ra te fu l to V l a d i m i r L i fschi l? for bis help
fu l advices m an earl ier version of the paper 
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